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Abstract

Student personal and professional development is an area of increasing importance in professional education programs. The practitioner of the future needs to be able to reflect and self-assess his/her learning in order to take intentional steps toward developing or continuing competency. The purpose of this article is to describe the evolution of one program’s process of incorporating self-reflection and feedback as an integral part of the curriculum. Examples of the guiding questions are included. The value of a self-reflective student evaluation process in the development of reflective practice and its implementation within a professional healthcare curriculum and future practice environments are discussed.

The assessment of personal and professional student development requires careful study of behavior, attitudes, and performance. Yet, it is admittedly often a subjective task. As discussed by Kasar, many faculty in professional programs of study realize the challenges to accurately evaluating skill development, especially when the skills include the ability to communicate effectively with diverse populations, or to self-monitor one’s behavior in practice settings. Skills such as these cannot be taught in lecture nor assessed in written examinations. Instead, the student needs to learn self-reflective assessment skills and engage in dialogue with faculty regarding possible ways to improve the learning process.

The Occupational Therapy (OT) Program at the University of North Dakota (UND) has developed a student evaluation process designed to actively involve the student in his/her education by writing self-reflective essays focusing on his/her learning. The evaluation process highlights the program’s desire to produce self-reflective practitioners who are aware of their skills, strengths, and areas of weakness, and are able to use that self-knowledge to develop professional expertise and engage in lifelong, independent learning.

The purpose of this article is to share the foundational understandings and beliefs regarding the value of self-reflection in learning and education. The authors also want to share the student evaluation process used at UND for over a decade to facilitate development of personal and professional skills necessary to successful practice in occupational therapy.

Changing Paradigms of Teaching

In an old paradigm of teaching in higher education, knowledge is transferred to students by persons who have a PhD in their field of study; students passively accept and learn new facts within a traditional classroom setting. Unfortunately, this paradigm may not adequately prepare students for the professional workplace where employers value skills and qualities such as emotional intelligence, self-regulation, and therapeutic use of self. These skills and qualities are often identified as soft skills since they are focused more on the human side of interaction rather than technical skills obtained through formal coursework preparation.
Reflection and the reflective process have been identified in the literature as important to the development of these valued professional skills and qualities. Reflective processes have been used in the practice of medicine as a tool for narrative competence leading to empathy, professionalism, and trustworthiness. Within the occupational therapy literature, reflection is suggested as an effective means for development and enhancement of professional practice. Reflection is also valued in the new paradigm of teaching and learning in higher education where new understandings are formulated by faculty and students together in a milieu that has been carefully considered by the faculty, and where meaning is constructed actively by the student learner.

Importance of the Reflective Process
Reflection, as defined by Schon refers to self-awareness of one’s own repertoire of knowledge and skills in combination with present circumstances to form new understandings. Kolb suggests that experiential learning occurs in a cycle, where reflection regarding a concrete experience leads to theorization about the meaning of the experience, which results in final testing of understandings in the world of practice through direct action. Kinsella considers reflective practice to be a complex process where therapists learn from practice experience, examine conceptions of knowledge, think about contexts of practice, explore assumptions in practice, become aware of theories in practice, and finally, develop an action plan.

Self-reflection is valued as a skill possessed by practitioners in order to be competent as autonomous and responsive service providers. It is viewed as important for professional problem-solving, clinical reasoning, and promoting better client outcomes. Crist, Wilcox, and McCarron suggest that through reflection, occupational therapists can influence their own professional competence by evaluating current knowledge, skills, and abilities in relation to employment responsibilities.

Across allied health education and higher educational practices, in general, student self-assessment ability is viewed as an important academic outcome related to fostering critical thinking and developing a valuable life-long skill. Best practice within higher education includes classroom assessment techniques to promote student articulation of their goals and understanding of learning activities. Within occupational therapy, self-reflection is seen as essential to the integration of educational content with life experiences to increase learning and to form a sense of competency. Reflection is a means to support supervisor-student communication within the process of student professional development and transition to the role of practitioner.

Methods for Facilitating Self-Reflection
Within the literature, there are various methods described for the development of reflective professional practice including the use of journals, feedback, and peer group discussion. Although journaling can be conducted as an individual private activity, it is most often seen in conjunction with feedback from either faculty or student peers.

Evidence of the use of reflective journaling is provided from a wide variety of fields outside of healthcare including education, engineering, and counseling. Tsang reported the use of journal writing in pre-service teacher education program as fostering critical reflectivity over time and promoting understanding of the teaching process. Hampton and Morrow discussed positive changes regarding student self-awareness, interest, perceptions of learning, and instructor-student relationships as a result of journaling initiatives in undergraduate engineering classes. Counseling faculty are encouraged to consider reflective journals to dialogue with students and model the language and methods of the discipline.

Through the use of journals as an educational strategy, occupational therapy students experience transformative learning by increasing their own self-awareness combined with interactive feedback from faculty. Reflective journaling is viewed as more effective for learning purposes when used along with the element of feedback from mentors, rather than occurring in isolation. Tryssenaar and Perkins qualitatively explored the outcomes of reflective journals kept by occupational and physical therapy students while on their clinical fieldwork. Stages of affective developmental learning from novice to adaptation are described in this work, informing educators as to the need for facilitation and support during this student to practitioner role transition.

Riley-Doucet and Wilson described a 3-step process to promote the role transition of second-year nursing students who were expected to develop autonomy and self-directedness. The 3-step process involves: critical appraisal through self-reflective journaling, peer group discussion whereby the educator functioned as a facilitator and mentor, and the students’ independent self-evaluation of their learning and successful behavioral outcomes. Outcomes of the study reported by the students included: feeling safe in reflecting on their learning through a confidential journal process, an increased ability to reflect on strengths and weaknesses and improved satisfaction in identifying personal accomplishments. Students initially identified a lack of professional readiness in following the 3-step process. Through increased collaboration among peers and educator, students were able to better utilize the format.

Feedback is a useful tool to promote effective role transitioning from student to practitioner. In a study by Scheerer, educators provided occupational therapy
students with written or verbal professional behavior feedback, at their discretion, during the first 2 years of the professional education timeframe. In the 3rd year of the curriculum, students completed a Professional Behavior Form and provided a self-evaluation with a goal written for improvement of a professional behavior. Using a case study format and focus groups to gather summative student perceptions, the results indicated that students value educator feedback, especially regarding their strengths. Receiving educator feedback in a face to face meeting is advantageous. Students appreciate educators listening to “their voice” which serves to reduce any resentments students feel, such as mismatched perceptions between students and educators.

Traditionally, teacher or peer feedback is not included within student self-assessment, yet feedback is assumed to be central to the learning process. Written and interview questions were asked of 34 final-year honor students at a British university regarding self-assessment and the timing of the process with teacher or peer feedback. The majority of students (68%) found that self-assessment of assignments after teacher feedback was the most useful, particularly to realizing errors. Taras concluded that integrated teacher feedback is useful for students to overcome unrealistic expectations and to shift their focus toward learning achievements. It is important to note that, at both the student and practitioner level, a combined approach of self-reflective methods and discussion with professional colleagues leads to greater understanding and the promotion of effective learning.

Considering the changing paradigms of higher education and the importance of self-reflection to career competency, the UND department of OT established a student evaluation process which employs multiple methods of self-assessment. Utilized over the past decade, this formative process emphasizes self-reflective writing combined with faculty feedback and joint discussion. The transition from the role of student to novice therapist is facilitated in the process of regularly-occurring student evaluations.

### Table 1: Occupational Therapy Student Competencies

1. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the terminology and concepts of occupation.
2. Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the use of screening and evaluation tools used to determine the need for occupational therapy intervention.
3. Students will be able to appropriately select and apply intervention approaches and corresponding interventions to treatment scenarios.
4. Students will be able to understand and apply principles of management and supervision within selected contexts for occupational therapy practice.
5. Students will understand, analyze and evaluate research evidence, professional literature, and measures of outcome in order to make informed, evidence-based practice decisions in occupational therapy.
6. Students will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the AOTA Code of Ethics, Core Values and Attitudes of Occupational Therapy, and AOTA Standards of Practice documents as guides for professional interactions in academic and practice settings.
7. Students will demonstrate effective communication skills, both oral and written, across multiple contexts.

---

The program’s curriculum design and the seven OT Program student competency statements (see Table 1) are considered in the development of the student evaluation process. Competency statements are designed to mirror the expected occupations of the therapist role, such as assessment, treatment planning and implementation, and documentation. The occupations of a student, which include participation in classroom activities/student organizations and completion of various student assessment procedures, support the student’s ability to ultimately participate in occupations inherent to the therapist role. Each student is asked to reflect upon the development and impact of their personal and professional readiness skills, the occupations of an OT student, and the contextual/environmental aspects of the learning experience. In addition, the student is asked to reflect specifically on his/her performance relative to the seven program competency statements. To enable this process, guiding questions have been developed for the student’s use with a separate set of questions used each semester of the professional program; in some cases, the same question structure is used and adapted to match the primary practice area addressed (see Table 2). The questions are available in the Student Program Manual, as well as detailed instructions regarding the student evaluation process.
Table 2: Sample Questions

Student Evaluation - Year 1
Transition to the Role of the Occupational Therapy Student

1. Compare how you have changed personally and professionally from your undergraduate courses, such as study skills and habits, etc.
2. What has been going well for you as you transition into the role of the occupational therapy student? In what areas do you struggle?
3. Identify strategies and/or supports which assist you in dealing with these challenges.
4. What have you learned about yourself relative to your written and verbal communication skills?
5. Describe elements of the physical and social contexts of the program that have facilitated your learning and elements that have detracted from your learning.

Student Evaluation - Year 2, Semester 1
Personal/Professional Learning: Psychosocial Dysfunction

Knowledge:
1. As you reflect on your learning about psychosocial practice, describe your ability to:
   a. Plan and administer psychosocial assessments
   b. Develop occupation based interventions for psychosocial practice
   c. Use theory, frames of reference and models of practice suitable for psychosocial practice
   d. Find and apply evidence based literature for psychosocial practice
2. What do you predict you will need to review prior to your Level II Fieldwork in psychosocial dysfunction? What strategies will you use to accomplish this task?

Sensorimotor:
As you reflect on your recent Level I Fieldwork experience, what manual skills/techniques (i.e. physical handling of assessment materials and utilization of crafts) have you learned or had the opportunity to use? Evaluate your experience. What skills do you need to develop next?

Psychosocial:
In preparation for your Level II Fieldwork, describe your ability to:
   a. use communication skills effectively in professional contexts
   b. establish rapport and apply principles of therapeutic use of self
   c. plan and lead group based interventions

Contexts:
Describe elements of the physical and social contexts of the program that have facilitated your learning and elements that have detracted from your learning.

Student Evaluation - Year 3
Adaptation to the Therapist Role and Future Learning

1. As you reflect on your graduate coursework this semester, what knowledge and skills have gained that will be helpful to you as a professional?
2. Describe your ability to represent your profession in an interdisciplinary team. What skills will you need to further develop?
3. As you consider the three management classes, discuss how you might apply this information to entry-level practice.
4. Evaluate the impact of the overall culture and expectations of the OT Program and curriculum on your learning. What was helpful, what could be changed to further support your learning processes?
5. What have you learned about taking charge of your learning and your future?
The guiding questions assist the student in preparing for the self-reflective writing by initially facilitating reflection and evaluation of the student’s adaptation to the role of a student in a professional program. Later, as the student progresses in the program, he/she is challenged to take greater responsibility for personal and professional learning, as well as identifying areas of strength and need in relation to his/her role preparation to enter various areas of practice. Emphasis is placed on the student’s development of the ability to assess his/her personal knowledge base and determine learning needs necessary to attain and maintain competency for practice. Finally, as students near graduation, future practice roles and plans to pursue continued professional education as part of an overall plan for lifelong learning are encouraged. A student may identify, for example, a more specialized area of practice and independently plan to seek out additional training and/or certification.

Each academic semester in both the undergraduate and graduate OT Programs, the student writes a 3-4 page paper in response to the guiding questions provided. The student is responsible for providing evidence of personal reflection on academic performance and professional development, resulting in a richly descriptive, personalized assessment of self. Faculty members review the papers in advance of the individual meetings with each student and concurrently compile their observations of the student’s performance that semester to be shared with the student in the faculty-student meetings. The process seeks to encourage an interactive environment on two levels – between the student learner and his/her learning and between the faculty and the student.

A faculty member meets with the student for approximately 20 minutes to review and discuss the student’s paper and share faculty feedback with the student. The meetings serve as a valuable way to gain an understanding of the uniqueness of each student’s development as a professional, and foster mentoring relationships between the student and faculty. To ensure that the time is used effectively and the student is afforded ample opportunity to share his/her thoughts and feelings regarding the learning experience in the program, a five-step procedure is used. The steps include: 1) short conversations of introduction and orientation, 2) discussion of the student’s responses to the guiding questions presented in the paper and encouragement to the student to share perceptions of his/her learning, 3) sharing and review of faculty comments regarding the student’s performance in the program that semester, including an expectation that the student will reflect upon the feedback and provide additional perspective (in some cases, this is an opportune time to have the student make use of the insights uncovered and develop an action plan for themselves), 4) an open time where the student can bring any topic that was not covered in the paper or the previous discussion up for further conversation, and 5) a summary of the meeting is written by the faculty member with student input, followed by signatures from both parties. The summary is then placed in the student file, along with a copy of the student’s paper and faculty feedback. A copy of the faculty feedback and summary are provided to the student for future reference.

The process has influenced the students, faculty, and curriculum in a variety of ways. Students initially express difficulty understanding the process, but soon progress from being dependent learners to having the ability to self-reflect, assess personal strengths, and identify areas to strengthen. “I didn’t understand the purpose; first when I was writing the paper it felt like busy work, but once I sat down with the instructor and talked about it, it made more sense.” “The time I spend studying for anatomy doesn’t equal the grade.” “I am frustrated I can’t figure out how to narrow my searches and seek the deep information.” “This feels like journaling; journaling helps me organize my thoughts and be able to think through where I am and what I am learning.” As a result of this process, students are better prepared to interact positively in the supervisory process in the professional setting, more accurately self-assessing and using feedback to enhance lifelong learning. “My first supervisor said she was surprised at my insight and ability to take feedback; I had to laugh, it is so much a part of the curriculum and how we are trained to reflect on our progress and plan strategies for addressing the areas we are weak in”.

One outcome of the process for faculty is the opportunity to interact with students outside of the classroom setting. “I enjoy the one-to-one meetings with the students; it gives me a chance to connect with students who may not be in one of my classes.” In addition, UND faculty feels that they personally benefit in the interaction process. “The student meetings allow me to use my skills in interview, and it is an opportunity to explore the deeper meaning of how students experience their professional and personal growth and development.” The time investments that students and faculty make in the student evaluation process set the stage for future dialogue in the area of professional development.

The information shared also influences curriculum development. “I get the students’ perspectives on how the curriculum is sequenced and the issues they identify as critical to their learning.” Faculty members meet to review the process each semester. General student perceptions and feedback are shared, which provides student input into curriculum development. Global student concerns are also addressed in a time-efficient manner.

Developed in response to student feedback, faculty and students alike find the structure of the student evaluation process helpful. The steps illustrate the multiple methods used to facilitate the self-reflective evaluation process. The student is engaged in writing the paper, receiving...
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and responding to faculty feedback, and open discussion of both the paper and the comments. Students are encouraged to participate in the summary process where important points of the discussion are documented for future use. The formative aspect of the process is evident in that students meet with faculty throughout their time in the program, rather than a single meeting to determine, for example, readiness for fieldwork. In this way, students are better able to learn to assess their own progress and develop plans to improve their learning in preparation for the future role of a fieldwork student and ultimately, a professional therapist.

Conclusion
Self-reflection is foundational to the development of professional practice skills. Allied health students can benefit from multiple opportunities to reflect on personal and professional readiness skills through the use of a guided process involving personal introspection, reflective writing, and faculty-student interaction. Information gained through this approach may also be used to inform assessment of academic program outcomes.

This self-reflective evaluation process may have applications in the clinical practice setting, as well, enabling seasoned practitioners to guide students and novice therapists toward reflective professional practice. Longitudinal studies in both the academic and clinical setting would further illuminate the value of self-reflection to professional practice.
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